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EQUIVALENCE AND STRONG EQUIVALENCE
OF ACTIONS ON HANDLEBODIES

JOHN KALLIONGIS AND ANDY MILLER

ABSTRACT. An algebraic characterization is given for the equivalence and

strong equivalence classes of finite group actions on 3-dimensional handlebod-

ies. As one application it is shown that each handlebody whose genus is bigger

than one admits only finitely many finite group actions up to equivalence. In

another direction, the algebraic characterization is used as a basis for deriving

an explicit combinatorial description of the equivalence and strong equivalence

classes of the cyclic group actions of prime order on handlebodies with genus

larger than one. This combinatorial description is used to give a complete

closed-formula enumeration of the prime order cyclic group actions on such

handlebodies.

The study of finite group actions on compact 2-manifolds has an intricate history

which may be traced back well into the 19th century. (For background on this see

the survey article and bibliography [El].) Many of the results which have been

established in this study may be obtained through the following algebraic setup:

if G is a finite group acting effectively on the compact surface S, then there is an

associated group extension

l^ni(S)^£^G^l

obtained by lifting the action to the universal covering of S. Given such a group

extension whose abstract kernel G —♦ Out(Hi(5)) preserves the peripheral struc-

ture of ni(S) (if S is bounded), the affirmative solution to the Nielsen realization

problem [K] implies that there is a G-action which corresponds to it. Furthermore

it is known that two G-actions on S associated with the same group extension (in

the sense of equivalence of exact sequences) are equivalent—in fact even strongly

equivalent. (In the closed case a proof may be found in [ZZ]—for the bounded case

a similar approach works using [M].) Within this setting an enumeration of the

equivalence classes of G-actions on a given surface is theoretically possible through

the techniques employed in [S] and again in [E3]. The key idea is that the set of

free G-actions with a fixed quotient surface are algebraically categorized by epimor-

phisms from the fundamental group of the quotient surface to G. Actions which

are not free may be categorized in a similar way using the orbifold fundamental

group of the quotient orbifold.

In this paper we will utilize a similar approach to study the equivalence and

strong equivalence classes of finite group actions on 3-dimensional handlebodies. In
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actuality the development differs considerably from its 2-dimensional counterpart.

On one hand the realization problem sometimes has a negative solution in this

setting—although a complete solution was given in [MMZ]. On the other hand

we shall see that two actions corresponding to the same group extension need not

be equivalent, let alone strongly equivalent. Despite these differences with the 2-

dimensional case, we will show that an enumeration of the equivalence and strong

equivalence classes of G-actions on a given handlebody is theoretically possible, and

we will describe this enumeration in an explicit combinatorial fashion when G is

cyclic of prime order. To give a randomly chosen illustration, our theory implies

that there are exactly 87,108 equivalence classes of Zi3-actions on the handlebody

of genus 157 (see Corollary 2.4). The results we obtain are potentially useful in

studying finite group actions on arbitrary compact 3-manifolds via their Heegaard

decompositions into the sum of two handlebodies.

To describe the setting of our results more accurately we now fix the terminol-

ogy. We will denote the orientable 3-dimensional handlebody of genus g by Vg. The

fundamental group of Vg is denoted by Fg; it is free of rank g. A G-action on Vg

is a group monomorphism cp: G —> Homeo+(Vg) where Homeo+(Vg) is the group

of orientation-preserving PL homeomorphisms of Vg. (Note that our actions as

defined are always effective and orientation-preserving.) The group G will always

be assumed to be finite. Two G-actions <py and <p2 on Vg are said to be equivalent

if and only if there is h E Homeo+(V9) so that <p2(x) = hqby(x)h~1 for all x E G

(alternatively we shall write (p2 = p(h)tpy). If such a homeomorphism h may be

found which is homotopic to the identity map on Vg then we say that <py and <p2 are

strongly equivalent. Two actions (py and (p2 are said to have the same quotient type

if and only if the orbifold quotients Vg/(py and Vg/(p2 are homeomorphic (in the

orbifold sense). The actions (py and (p2 are homotopic provided that they produce

the same abstract kernel G —> Out(F'9) when composed with the induced homo-

morphism *: Homeo+(V9) —> Out(Fg); that is ^(py = #</>2- When g > 1, two

actions are homotopic exactly when they correspond to the same group extensions

as discussed in the first paragraph (since Fg has trivial center). It is immediately

apparent that the following relationships hold among the various concepts:

|  strongly   j ^ f homotopic and j ^

(equivalent J        [     equivalent     J

Note that two strongly equivalent actions are always homotopic and they can be

seen to correspond to the same group extension; thus the strong equivalence classes

give a measure of the number of different ways in which a fixed group extension can

be realized by an action. As remarked in the first paragraph, each of the implica-

tions indicated above is reversible for finite group actions on compact surfaces. On

the other hand, for Zp-actions on handlebodies (p prime) we will show that both of

the implications are reversible only when p = 2 (see Corollary 4.4). We also show

that each of these implications is reversible for free Zp-actions on handlebodies.

By different methods it was shown in [P] that free (not necessarily prime) cyclic

actions are always equivalent when g > 1.

For a fixed finite group G let %>(G,Vg) denote the set of all equivalence classes

of G-actions on Vg. In §1 of this paper we will give an algebraic characterization of

<c?(G,Vg). This is obtained by considering handlebody coverings over the possible
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3-orbifolds which can arise as quotients of these actions. The Equivariant Dehn

Lemma and Thurston's generalization of the Smith Conjecture imply that these

orbifold quotients are handlebody orbifolds as described in [MMZ]—that is they

are homeomorphic to V(I\G) where (I\G) is a G-admissible graph of groups in

canonical form (see Proposition 1.1). One direct application of the characterization

which we obtain in §1 is that each handlebody of genus larger than one admits

only finitely many finite group actions up to equivalence (Corollary 1.4). Of course

this is not true for handlebodies of genus 0 or 1. In §2, the algebraic characteriza-

tion of (z(G,Vg) is used to give a combinatorial description of the sets ^(Zp, Vg)

(p prime, g > 1). In the third section we describe an algebraic classification of the

collection ^^(C) of strong equivalence classes of G-actions in C, where C is the

intersection of a homotopy class of actions with a quotient-type class of actions.

Frequently—for instance when G has prime order—C equals the entire homotopy

class in which it is contained, but this is not always the case as illustrated in §4.

The results of §3 are also used in §4 to give a complete combinatorial description

of the set ^^(C) of strong equivalence classes of Zp-actions on Vg (g > 1) in a

fixed homotopy class C. It should be noted that the enumerations of Zp-actions

on Vg obtained in §§2 and 4 do not apply when g = 1 (so that Vg is a solid torus).

This is primarily due to the fact that Cent(Fg) is nontrivial and that a key lemma

(Lemma 2.2) fails in this case. In a subsequent paper, we will apply the theorems

of §§1 and 3 to completely describe all finite group actions on the solid torus up to

equivalence, strong equivalence and homotopy.

TABLE

^cM^r6 (o,o) (i,o) (2,o) (3,o) (4,o) (5,o) (o,5) (i'5)

# equivalence 12 3 4 5 6 6 12

classes in C

# strong equiv.        1 4 16        64        256       1024        32        128

classes in C

# strong equiv. 1        2(2)      4(2)      8(2)     16(2)     32(2)      1(2)      2(4)

classes in each 8(1)     24(2)    64(2)    160(2)     5(2)     10(4)

equiv. class of C 96(1)    320(2)    10(2)    20(4)

Taken altogether the results described above give a complete picture of the prime

order cyclic group actions on handlebodies with genus larger than 1. For a fixed g

and p, there are infinitely many distinct homotopy classes of Zp-actions on Vg but

Homeo+(Vg) acts by conjugation on these classes preserving equivalence and strong

equivalence of actions. Thus two homotopy classes in the same orbit under the ac-

tion of Homeo+(l^,) have the same number of equivalence and strong equivalence

classes. Moreover, two homotopy classes are in the same orbit if and only if they

have the same quotient type (Proposition 2.6). The quotient types in turn depend

only on the topological type of the fixed point set of the actions; thus the different

quotient types of homotopy classes are determined by the number s of circle com-

ponents together with the number t of arc components in the fixed point set. In

particular, the quotient of the set of homotopy classes of Zp-actions on Vg under

the action of Homeo+(Vr9) is finite. To illustrate these ideas, consider the set of

Zs-actions on V2y. By Corollary 2.4, there are 8 quotient types and 39 equivalence

classes of such actions.  Using information from this corollary, from Theorem 4.2
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and from Corollary 4.3 we obtain the information describing any homotopy class

C of Z5-actions on V21 (see Table).

1. Equivalence of actions of arbitrary groups. In this section we give

an algebraic characterization of the set %>(G,Vg) of equivalence classes of actions

of the finite group G on the handlebody Vg. Of central importance in deriving

this characterization is the identification of the quotient of any such action as an

orbifold handlebody (Proposition 1.1). As described in [MMZ, §3], an (orientable)

orbifold handlebody is formed by gluing together orbifold 0-handles (orientable

3-orbifolds covered by B3) and orbifold 1-handles (products with / of orientable

2-orbifolds covered by B2) using a core graph of groups (r, G) which satisfies a

set of normalized conditions (described below). The handlebody orbifold with core

(r, G) is denoted by V(T, G). It has fundamental group nf h(V(T, G)) ~ n, (T, G)
and Euler characteristic x°rb(V(r,G)) = x(r,G).

For completeness we will describe the normalized conditions on a graph of groups

(r, G). If ^ is an (oriented) edge of T then e is the oppositely oriented edge, and

the initial and terminal vertices of e are denoted by 80(g) and 60(e) respectively.

The edge group of G corresponding to the edge e is G„ and the vertex group

corresponding to the vertex a is G„. For each edge e there is an edge-to-vertex

monomorphism f„: Ge —* G„. The normalized conditions on a finite graph of

groups (r, G) consist of (N0)-(N4) as follows:

(NO)  If e and e1 are edges in T with 60(e) = 8o(e') and image(/„) is conjugate

into image(/„'), then image(/„) < image(/„<).

(Nl)  Each vertex group G„ is isomorphic to a finite subgroup of SO(2>) (thus it

is cyclic, dihedral, tetrahedral, octahedral, or icosahedral).

(N2) If e is an edge of T and Gg ^ l, then image(/„) is maximal cyclic in Gs0(g).

(N3)  If ey •••<?„ is a loop with image(/?1) = image(/„i+]) for 1 < i < n and

image(/?J = image(/si), then (hj~nl) ■ ■ ■ (hj~l) is the identity auto-k'

morphism on image(/,,).

(N4)  For each vertex ^ and each maximal cyclic subgroup C < G„ there is at most

one edge e with imaged) = C except that there may be two such edges if

the pair (G„,C) is isomorphic to (Z„,Z„), (D2n+i,Z2), or (A4,Z3).

If (r, G) is a graph of groups satisfying the normalized conditions then (r, G)

is said to be in canonical form provided that it has the form

r,       r2      • • •      r5

where each T^ is a subgraph of T which contains no edges with trivial edge group

and no trivial edges (an edge is trivial if it is not a loop and its edge-to-vertex
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monomorphism is surjective), the vertex group G„Q is trivial, and each edge not

contained in one of the IVs has trivial edge group. This form is really canonical in

the sense that, except for the choice of basepoint in each r^, it uniquely determines

the homeomorphism type of its corresponding orbifold handlebody.

PROPOSITION 1.1. // either V is the orbifold quotient ofVg under an orienta-

tion-preserving finite group action, or V is homeomorphic to V(Fo,Go) where

(ro,Go) satisfies the normalized conditions, then V is homeomorphic to V(r,G)

for a graph of groups (r,G) in canonical form.

PROOF. Suppose that (p is a G-action on Vg. By the Equivariant Dehn Lemma

[MY, E2] there is an essential properly imbedded disk D in Vg such that for each

x E G either xD = D or xD fl D = 0. Repeating this we find an equivariant

disjoint collection A of such disks so that each component of the complement Vg of

the interior of a regular neighborhood of A is a 3-ball. The action of the stabilizer

of each 3-ball is equivalent to a linear action on that 3-ball by the generalization

of the Smith conjecture [T]. (In many cases—such as when G is cyclic or has odd

order—the only subgroups of G which can act on B3 are cyclic and the Smith

conjecture itself [MB] applies.) Therefore the quotient of each 3-ball in Vg is an

orbifold 0-handle and it follows that Vg/(p has a decomposition into orbifold 0-

handles and orbifold 1-handles. This decomposition has a dual graph of groups

(ro,Go) (taking a vertex for each 0-handle, an edge for each 1-handle, and using

the corresponding stabilizers as the vertex and edge groups) which is readily seen

to satisfy the normalized conditions. Thus Vg/(p is homeomorphic to V(Fo,Go).

It remains to show that V(ro, Go) is homeomorphic to V(r, G), where (r, G) is a

graph of groups in canonical form.

To systematically transform (ro, Go) so that it is in canonical form, we will use

three basic modifications on a graph of groups (r', G'). The first of these is called

a collapse of e, where e is a trivial edge in (r', G') (that is e is not a loop and G„ is

isomorphic to GgQg, 6oe being the initial vertex of*). Such a collapse is described

by:

/ // •t */ /
^ . / *»^ /"-. ' '"'•» /

*-^ e / /
•-•- -> :;•-

---

\ \

The next modification is called a switch and has the effect of moving an edge e

with G, = 1 across another edge e'.

\

-^ v             e                ,                                                            -» \              e / ,'
-«<--•-      -> -•-yt'

\ r
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The final modification is called a trivial expansion and its effect is

^x   ]   —>      >—]—<-—L
\l / \l

Each of these modifications is readily seen to preserve the normalized conditions

and to preserve the homeomorphism type of V(r',G'). For the latter one may

observe that a collapse coalesces an orbifold 1-handle into an adjacent orbifold 0-

handle, a trivial expansion adds a 1-handle into an orbifold 0-handle, and a switch

is a composition of the addition of one orbifold 1-handle with the coalescing of

another.

We are now ready to describe how to transform (ro, Go) into a graph of groups

in canonical form. The first step is to perform a succession of collapses so as to

eliminate all trivial edges in (ro,Go). The components of the complement of {e[e

is an edge with G„ = 1} in the resulting graph of groups are denoted by Ti,..., Ts.

For each fc = 1,..., s choose a basepoint ok ETk. Now perform switches so that

the resulting graph of groups has the property that each edge e with G„ = 1 has

<5o* = fk for some fc. Next, for each fc = 1,..., s we do a trivial expansion so that

there is exactly one edge e with G„ = 1 and b~oe = i>k. Finally, we successively

collapse trivial edges e (which have Ge = Gs0„ = 1) until there is exactly one vertex

oq with G„0 = 1. The graph of groups (I\G) thus obtained is in canonical form

and V(Tq, Go) is homeomorphic with V(T, G).    □

In the proof of Theorem 1.3 we will refer to the following lemma from orbifold

covering space theory—its proof is directly analogous to the corresponding covering

space lemma.

LEMMA 1.2. Let V1 and V2 be homeomorphic manifolds. For fc = 1, 2 let (pk

be a G-action on Vk and let vk: (Vk,zk) —► (Vk/(pk,wk) be its associated orbifold

covering map. If

H:  (Vl/4>y,Wy)->(V2/(P2,W2)

and

h:(V\zy)^(V2,z2)

are homeomorphisms such that v2h = Huy then

Pu2H# = p(h)pVl,

where pVk: Uylh(Vk/(pk,wk) —» Homeo(Vfc) is the covering translation homomor-

phism associated with uk and where p(h) is defined by p(h)a — hah-1 whenever

aeHomeo(V1).    □

Let g be a positive integer and let G be a finite group. We consider the set

of pairs ((T, G),A), where (T,G) is a graph of groups satisfying the normalized
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conditions with x(I\G) = (l-g)/\G\, and where A: n?rb(V(I\G)) -» G is a finite

injective epimorphism (that is, ker(A) is torsion free). (When such an epimorphism

exists we say that (r,G) is G-admissible.) We define an equivalence relation on

this set of pairs by setting

((r,G),A) = ((r',G'),V)

if and only if there is an orbifold homeomorphism H: V(T',G') —► V(T, G) such

that A' = XH#. Now define A(G, Vg) to be the set of equivalence classes [(r, G), A]

under this equivalence relation.

THEOREM 1.3. The set %?(G,Vg) of equivalence classes of orientation preserv-

ing effective G-actions on the handlebody Vg is in 1-1 correspondence with the set

A(G,Vg).

PROOF. We shall first define a function 0: A(G, V9) -♦ W(G,Vg) and then show

that it is a bijection.

Let [(r,G), A] be an element of A(G,Vg). Choose an orbifold covering v. V —►

V(r, G) with im(i/#) = ker(A). Since V is an orbifold handlebody with torsion free

fundamental group, it must be a handlebody of genus

i-|G|x(y(r,G)) = i-|G|x(r,G) = 0.

Choose a homeomorphism /: V —> Vg and, for x EG, define

(p(x) = p(f)pv(xo),    where X(x0) = x.

(Recall that pv is the covering translation homomorphism for v.) Then <j>: G —►

Homeo+(Vg) is a G-action. Set

e([(r,G),A]) = M,

where [<p] denotes the equivalence class of the action tp.

We now verify that 6 is a well-defined function. Suppose that [(r',G'),A'] =

[(r,G),A] in A(G,Vg). By definition there is an orbifold homeomorphism

H: V(T',G') -* V(T,G) such that XH# = A'. Let u':V -» V(r',G') be an
orbifold covering with im(i/L) = ker(A') and, using this, choose /' and dr1 in the

same fashion as / and <f> were chosen previously. Since ##(ker(A')) = ker(A), H

lifts to a basepoint preserving homeomorphism h: V —► V. Applying Lemma 1.2

we have

0A = n(f)pv = p(f)p(h)pv>H^

= p(f)p(h)p(f'-1)4>'X'H^1 = pifhf'-^'X

and hence, since A is surjective,

(p = p(fhf'-1)<P'.

Therefore <f> is equivalent to <j>', which shows that © is well defined.

To show that 0 is surjective, consider a G-action cp on Vg. By Proposition 1.1

there is a graph of groups (I\ G) in canonical form and an orbifold homeomorphism

H: Vg/<p —> V(r, G). Let v: Vg —» Vg/(p be the quotient map. Then v and Hv are

orbifold covering maps. Define A to be 4>~1phu and observe that [(r, G),A] is an

element of A(G,Vg). To compute 0([(I\G),A]) we use the covering Hv and take
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/ = li/9; these choices imply that 0([(I\ G), A]) = [<j>'\ where cp'X = pnv. Since A is

surjective it follows that cp' = (p and that 0 is surjective.

In order to verify that 0 is injective, suppose that 0([(I\ G),A]) equals

0([(r',G'),A']). Choose covering maps u: V -» V(T,G) and v': V -+ V(r',G')

and homeomorphisms f:V —► Vg and /': V —► Vg in order to obtain the G-

actions </> and tp' with 0([(T,G),A]) = [</>] and 0([(r', G'), A']) = [qb'[. Recall that

(pX = p(f)pir and <p'X' = p(/')p„<. Since [d>] = [tp'\ there is fc € Homeo+(Vg) so

that p(k)(p' = (p. Let F, F', and K be homeomorphisms which make the following

diagram commute:

f k fV —!—+ Vg — Vg <- V'

•X- 4- ■+■ 4-

T/(r,G) —^ iy* —— va/0' —^— v(r',G')

Using Lemma 1.2 we have

X(F~1KF')# = (P~lp(f)Pu(F-1KF% = r1p(f)p(r1kf')p^

= <rVWM/'K' = <P~lp(k)(P'X' = A'.

This shows that [(r, G), A] equals [(r',G'), A'], completing the proof of the theo-

rem.    □

COROLLARY 1.4. For a fixed g > 1 there are finitely many finite group actions

(effective and orientation-preserving) on Vg up to equivalence.

PROOF. Suppose that the finite group G acts on Vg where g > 1. Then |G| <

12(f/ - 1) [Z, MMZ, §7]. This implies that, up to isomorphism, there are only

finitely many groups which act on Vg. It now suffices to show that one finite group

G arises as an action on Vg in only finitely many ways up to equivalence. Thus, by

Theorem 1.3, we need only show that A(G,Vg) is finite for a fixed group G.

Suppose that [(r, G), A] E A(G, Vg), where (r, G) is a graph of groups in canon-

ical form whose preferred basepoint is oq (we may assume this by Proposition

1.1). In referring to the graph of groups (I\G) we use notation of [MMZ, §1];

in particular, the graph T has twice as many "edges" as its geometric realization

|r|. Let T be a maximal tree in T and choose an orientation & of T so that

V(r) - {^o} = {6oe\e E cf}. (This orientation satisfies the property that there is a

unique oriented path in T from each vertex of T to cq.) We have

x{T'G)-w;\%(vk:rm)

< 1 + y —— I — )      [ since (I\ G) is in canonical form
^ GJ V   2/     V

it follows that |G,|/|G6o,| < - j

1 v^   1

si-OT)!^.
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Therefore,

X(T,G) = X(T,G)- Yl JeJ]

< t     \E(T)\     1        V-       J_
\G\        2        ^        \G\
1     ' e€B{T)-E(T) '    '

\E(T)\     1[E(T)-E(T)[

[G[        2 [G[

It follows that

\E(T)\ < 2[E(T)[ + \E(T) - E(T)[ < 2\G\(1 - X(T,G))

< 2(|G| + g-l),    since X(T, G) = (1 - g)/[G[.

Since the number of edges |£(r)| is bounded, it follows that there are only finitely

many graphs T for which there exist G and A such that (T, G) has canonical form

and [(r,G), A] E A(G,Vg). As the orders of the vertex and edge groups in G are

bounded by |G| there can only be finitely many such (r, G)'s. For a fixed (I\G),

since Hi(r, G) is finitely generated, there are only finitely many epimorphisms

A: n, (r, G) — G and therefore A(G, Vg) is finite.    D

2. Equivalence of prime order cyclic group actions. Let v = (r,s,t) be

an ordered triple of nonnegative integers and let p be a prime number. Consider

the graph of groups (r(v), G(v)) =

s

Zp(   )        \   )lp

zp\ ...  \Zp        V "^*^V*zp

r

where each unlabelled edge has trivial edge group. Notice that (r(v),G(v)) is in

canonical form, and it determines a handlebody orbifold V(r(v), G(v)). As we will

see below, the quotient of any Zp-action on a handlebody is an orbifold of this type.

Note that the fundamental group n°rb(I/(r(v), G(v))) is a free product

(*rZ)*(*s(ZpxZ))*(*tZp)

and therefore it has generators

{ai|l <i<r}l> {bj,Cj\l <j<s}U {dk\l <k<t}

subject to the relations Jr" = d£ = 1 and [b3,Cj[ = 1.
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PROPOSITION 2.1. If a E Aut(nirb(V(r(v),G(v)))) then a = H# for an

orientation-preserving homeomorphism H: V(r(v),G(v)) —► V(r(v),G(v)) if and

only if

0'(f>j) = XjbeJtj)x-1,

ot(cj) = Xjb"lJ)ceJu)x-1,    and

a(dk) = j/fcd^fcjj/fc1

for some Xj and yk in n°rb(V(r(v),G(v))), a E J23> T e Y^t> and ej and ^k in

{+1,-1} (X); denotes the permutation group on I letters).

PROOF. Let R be the subgroup of Aut(nf b(V(r(v), G(v)))) consisting of those

automorphisms which are induced by homeomorphisms of V(r(v), G(v)).

In [F-R] it is shown that a generating set for Aut(II?rb(V(r(v),G(v)))) is

S - {pji(x), Xji(x),pji(x),Uij,Ci,(pi},

where we use the notation of [MM, §5.1] as reproduced below. To set up the

indices, we view F(r(v), G(v)) as obtained from a 3-ball by: attaching r 1-handles

Vy,... ,Vr; boundary connect-summing s copies Vr+y,...,Vr+S of V(T,G) where

(r, G) is a graph of groups of the form

o
and boundary connect-summing t copies Vr+s+y,... ,Vr+s+t of V(T',G') where

(r', G') is a graph of groups with one vertex v and G„ — Zp. We write n°rb(Vj) =

Gt so that n?rb(V(T(v), G(v))) = Gy * G2 * ■ • • * Gr+s+t.

Each of the generators in S has its support in one of the free factors Gi of

Gy * ■ • ■ * Gr+a+t. Their definitions are as follows, where Gi is generated by ai for

i < r, by 6, and Cj for r + 1 < i < r + s, and by dj for r 4- s + 1 < i < r + s + t.

In each case all nondisplayed generators are left fixed, and the indices i and j are

never equal. In the first three cases a; is a fixed element of Gj, and in the last case

(p is a fixed automorphism of Gi where i > r + 1.

(1) p3i(x)(ai) = aiX,

(2) X:ji(x)(al) =x~1ai,

(3) pji(x)(g) = x~1gx for all gEGi,

(4) Uij(a.i) = aj, u>ij(aj) = a* if i,j < r,

(5) u)ij(bi) = bj, uiij{ci) = Cj, o)ij(bj) = bi, o)ij(cj) = Ci if r < i,j < r + s,

(6) u>ij(di) = dj, u>,j(dj) = di ii r + s < i,j,

(7)ai(ai) = a-1,

(8) <t>i(g) = (P(g) for all gEGt,i>r + l.
From these definitions, each of the generators in the set Si = S - {(pi} is readily

seen to satisfy the condition given in the statement of the proposition. Furthermore,

if we make an analogy of I/(r(v), G(v)) with a product-with-handles V as defined
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in [MM, §1.2], the proof used in Proposition 5.2.2 of [MM] adapts to show that

5i C R. (The generators Pji(x), Xji(x), p3i(x) come from "orbifold slides", u>ij

comes from the "interchange" of Vi with Vj, and o-j is a "spin" of Vi where i < r.)

Using some relations in Aut(Gi * • ■ • * GT+s+t) (see [MM,§5.1]), it is easily seen

that a may be written as a = aya2 where ay is in the subgroup generated by Si

and a2 = fliir+i &• By the remarks in the previous paragraph, ay satisfies the

conditions of the proposition and ai E R. Thus a E R if and only if a2 E R, and

a satisfies the conditions given in the proposition if and only if a2 satisfies those

conditions. In this way we have reduced the proof of the proposition to the case

where a = a2 = \%±°+l (pi-
Suppose that a E R. Let h be a homeomorphism of V(r(v),G(v)) with h# =

a = rii=r-t-i 0«- Since a leaves each G, invariant, it follows that h leaves each

component of the singular set of V(r(v),G(v)) invariant. For each i let Ui be a

regular neighborhood of the ith. component of the singular set. Notice that Ui is

homeomorphic to Vi, and that (h[u{)# = a[ct = (pi- Iir+l<i<r + s then

Gi is generated by bi and Ci and (pi(bi) = b\ and (pi(ci) = 6"c? for some e = ±1

and n < p. To see this, consider the inclusion dUi —» U% and the corresponding

homomorphism

n,(S[r,) = zxz iteii. zxz

I ^        I
Gi — Zip X ij -►     Lip X Z

of "group systems" induced by h. Since h is orientation-preserving, (h\dUi)# cor-

responds to a 2 x 2 matrix with determinant 1, and commutativity of the above

diagram implies that this matrix has the form [^ "] which implies that (pi has the

claimed form. In a similar way, ifr + s + l <i<r + s + t then consideration of

the inclusion mapping Yxy^Ui) —* Ui leads to the conclusion that (pi(di) = df1.

In either case, we see that <pi satisfies the conditions of the proposition and this

implies that a = rii=r+i 0« satisfies those conditions.

Now suppose that a = rii=r+i & satisfies the conditions given in the proposi-

tion. Then each (pi satisfies those conditions and it is readily seen that each such

automorphism is induced by a homeomorphism of Vi and of V(r(v),G(v)). (If

r + l<i<r + s, then (pi is induced by a power of a Dehn twist about a meridional

orbifold 2-disk in Vi possibly composed with an involution which induces a reflec-

tion on the singular circle of V-,. If r + s + 1 < i < r + s + t, then fa is induced by

the identity map or by an involution which induces a reflection on the singular arc

of Vi.) Since each <pi is in R, it follows that a E R and the proof of the proposition

is complete.    □

LEMMA 2.2. Ifv ^ (1,0,0) and if Xy and A2 are finite injective epimorphisms

from ni(r(v),G(v)) to Zp, then there is an automorphism a such that X2a = Xy.

PROOF. Using the description of nirb(V(r(v), G(v))) given above, we define a

by considering two cases.

Gfl.se 1: s + t > 0. In this case define a on generators by

a(a,) = atWi,    a(b3) = b"j,    a(cj) = bjcf1,    a(dk) = d^",
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where Wi, nj, lj, and mk are chosen in the following ways:

WiE(by)    or    WiE(dy),    and    X2(wi) = Xy(ai) - X2(ai);

nj = Xy(bj)/X2(bj);    lj = (Xy(cj) - X2(cj))/X2(bj);    mk = Xy(dk)/X2(dk).

Since a respects the relations on Hi(r(v), G(v)), it defines a homomorphism. It

is evident that a is surjective. Now TLy (T(v), G(v)) is a Hopfian group since it is the

free product of Hopfian groups, so a must be an isomorphism. A straightforward

check shows that A2a = Ai on the generators and therefore A2a = Ai as claimed.

Case 2: s = t = 0. In this case Hi(r(v), G(v)) is freely generated by {ay,... ,ar}

so we may identify Hi (r(v), G(v)) with the free group Fr on the generators {ay,...,

ar}. Let A: Fr —► Zp be the epimorphism defined by A(at) = 1 for all i. We shall

show that there are automorphisms ay and a2 such that AiQi = A and A2a2 = A.

Then a = a2a\~x will give the desired automorphism since A2a = X2a2a\~l =

Ao^1 = Ai.

To define ay, choose integers fc and j between 1 and r so that Xy(ak) / 0 and j

is not equal to fc. Define «i by

»i =     n^<(afc)    P)k{alj),
Vt#fc J

where /, = (1 — Xy(ai))/Xy(ak) and / = 1 — Xy(ak). Then for i / fc,

Xyay(cii) = Xy(a,alki) = Ai(aj) + /,Ai(afc) = 1 = X(at)

and

Aiai(afc) = Xy(ak(ajak3)1) = Ai(afc) +/(Ai(oj) +/jAi(afc))

= Ai(afc) +/ = 1 = X(ak).

Thus Xyay = A.

To obtain a2 we just repeat the definition of the previous paragraph, using a2

in place of ay.    □

REMARK. A straightforward application of Proposition 2.1 shows that the au-

tomorphism a constructed in the proof of Lemma 2.2 may be realized by an orb-

ifold homeomorphism of V(r(v),G(v)) provided that X%(bj) = ±X2(bj) (so that

nj = ±1) and that Ai(dfe) = ±X2(dk) (so that mk = ±1).    □

For a fixed prime p and positive integer g we shall consider the set of all 3-tuples

v = (r, s, t) of nonnegative integers which satisfy

p(r + s) + (p-l)(t-l) = g.

Let Z* denote the multiplicative group of the field Zp and let Yik denote the

permutation group on fc letters. We define an equivalence relation on (Z*)s by

setting

(xy,... ,xs) ~ (x\,... ,x's)    if and only if   x'j = £jXa'j\

for some Ej E {±1} and o E £,,. Let [x] denote the equivalence class of x =

(xy,... ,xs) E (1ip)s under this relation. Similarly, on (Z*)', we set

y = y'    if and only if   y'k = 8kyr{k)
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for some 6k E {±1} and r E Et and we denote the equivalence class of y by [y]. We

consider the data set

&(ZP,Va) = {(v,[x],[y])},

where v = (r,s,t), [x] and [y] satisfy the conditions given above.

THEOREM 2.3. For every prime p and integer g > 1 there is a 1-1 correspon-

dence ofg'(Zp,Vg) with2(7ip,Vg).

PROOF. We shall describe a bijection A: 3(Zv,Vg) -* A(ZP,Vg). By Theorem

1.3, 0A will be a 1-1 correspondence between 3r(Zp,Vg) and i?(Zp,Vg).

To define A, let (v, [x], [y]) E 2f(Zp,Vg) be given, where

x=(z,,...,xs)€(Z;)s    and    y = (yy,... ,yt) E(Z*p)t.

Consider the graph of groups (r(v),G(v)) (which is in canonical form), and its

associated handlebody orbifold V(r(v),G(v)). Observe that

X(r(v),G(v)) = l-r-S-i(l-l/p)

= (l-(p(r + s) + (t-l)(p-l)))/p

= (1 - Q)/p.

As described above, n1rb(V(r(v),G(v))) ~ (*rZ) * (*S{ZP x Z)) * (*tZp) and it is

generated by {a;|l < i < r} U {bj, Cj\l < j < s} U {dk[l < k < t}, the successive

elements generating the corresponding factors. Define A: njrb(V(r(v),G(v))) —►

Zpby
A(a8) = 1 for i = l,...,r,

Hbi) = xj\    .     .     .
\    for j = l,...,s,

X(cj) = 1 J

X(dk) = yk       for k = l,...,t.

It is apparent that A is an epimorphism; furthermore it is finite injective since each

element of finite order is conjugate into a subgroup generated by some bj or some

dk. It follows that [(r(v),G(v)), A] E A(Zp,Vg) and we define A(v, [x],[y]) to be

[(T(v),G(v)),A].

In the previous paragraph, if x' E (Z*)s and y' E (Z*)' are used in place of x and

y then we obtain a finite injective epimorphism A': n°rb(V(r(v),G(v))) —► Zp. If,

in addition, [x'] = [x] and [y'] = [y] then there are a E Ss, r E Et, Sj E {±1}, and

6k E {±1} such that xf = SjX^/j^ and y'k — SkyTtky Let a be the automorphism

of n?rb(V(r(v),G(v))) which satisfies: a(ai) = a;, a(bj) = (ba(:j)Y', a(c3) =

cCT(j), and a(dk) = (dT/k))Sk. It may now be seen that Aa = A' and that, by

Proposition 2.1, a = H# for some orbifold homeomorphism H of I/(r(v),G(v)).

Therefore [(r(v),G(v)), A] = [(r(v),G(v)), A']; this implies that the function A is

well defined.

We now show that A is injective. Let (v, [x]_, [y]) and (v', [x'], [y']) be elements

of^"(Zp,Vg) for which

A(v, [x], [y]) = [(T(v), G(v)), A]    and    A(v', [x'], [y']) = [(r(v'), G(v')), A']

are equal. Since ni(I\v),G(v)) is isomorphic to Hi(r(v'),G(v')) we must

have v = v'.   Let H be an orbifold homeomorphism of V(f(v),G(v)) such that
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XH# = A'. By Proposition 2.1, H#(bj) is conjugate to beJ,., for some a and Sj.

Thus, in Zp we have

x'j = X'(bj) = XH#(bj) = e3xa{j).

This shows that [x] = [x']. It follows by a similar argument that [y] = [y7] and we

conclude that A is injective.

To complete the proof, it remains to show that A is surjective. Suppose that

[(r, G), A] is an element of A(ZP, Vg). Using Proposition 1.1 we may modify (T, G)

to a graph of groups (I",G') which is in canonical form. Since (r',G') is Zp-

admissible, each vertex and edge group of G' is either trivial or Zp. Since (r', G')

has no trivial edges, it follows that each component Tk of (r',G') is either a Zp

vertex or a Zp loop; thus (r", G') = (r(v), G(v)) for some v = (r, s, t). Using Euler

characteristics it is evident that

g = p(r + s) + (p-l)(t-l).

By Proposition 1.1 there is an orbifold homeomorphism

F:V(T,G)-*V(T(v),G(v)).

Now define a finite injective epimorphism A': n°rb(Vr(r(v),G(v))) —► Zp by

A'(at) = l,    X'(bJ) = XF-1(bJ),    X'(cj) = 1,    X'(dk) = XF~l(dk).

By Lemma 2.2, there is an automorphism a such that A' = XFZla. This automor-

phism a must be realizable on V(r(v),G(v)) since the remark following Lemma

2.2 is applicable. It follows that

A(y,[(XF-1(b]))]],[(XF-1(dk))k})

= [(T(v),G(v)),A'] = [(r(v),G(v)),AJ^] = [(T,G),A]

which completes the proof.    D

COROLLARY 2.4.   Let p be a prime and let g > 1.

(a) If p = 2 then the number of equivalence classes of Zp-actions on Vg is

(g + 2)(g + 4)/8 when g is even, and (g + 3)(g + 5)/8 when g is odd.

(b) If p > 2 then the number of equivalence classes of Zp-actions on Vg is

[S/^1)]     /pk-g+(p- l)/2\ fg - k(p -l) + (p- l)/2\

*    rrTwA       (p"3)/2 ^ (p_1)/2 'k=-\(l-g)/p]

PROOF. Suppose that v = (r, s, t) is a 3-tuple of integers satisfying

(A) r>0,    s > 0,    t>0,    and    g = p(r + s) + (p - l)(t - 1).

If R = r + s then R = ^(modp — 1) and so there is a positive integer fc with

R = g - k(p - 1). Observe that

t = 1 + (g - PR)/{p -l)=pk-g+l.

Since R > 0 and t > 0 it follows that

(B) (g-l)/p<k<g/(p-l).
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Moreover, if fc is a nonnegative integer satisfying (B) and sis a nonnegative integer

less than or equal to R = g - fc(p - 1) (note that R > 0 by the second inequality of

(B)) then setting r = R — s and t = pk — g + 1 gives a 3-tuple (r, s, t) which satisfies

(A). This shows that the set of all v = (r, s, t) satisfying (A) is in 1-1 correspondence

with the pairs of integers (fc, s), where fc satisfies (B) and 0 < s < g — k(p — 1).

Let Ns be the number of equivalence classes in (Zp)3/ ~ where ~ is the equiv-

alence relation given in defining 3f(Zp,Vg). Similarly define Nt. By Theorem 2.3

and the results of the previous paragraph we see that

\&(Zp,Vg)\ = \&(Zp,Vg)\) =       Y       N«Nt
(r,s,t)

satisfying (A)

[<7/(p-i)l    g-k(p-i)

Y E       NsNpk-g+y.
k=-[(l-g)/p]       s=0

Now consider the case where p = 2.   Observe that Na = Nt = 1 in this case.

Therefore
g

\£(Z2,Vg)\= Y 9~k+1
k=-[(l-g)/2}

and by separately considering the cases where g is even or odd, a straightforward

computation leads to (a).

Now suppose p > 2. Observe that Ns = |(Z(P_1)/2)S/ES|, where Es acts on

(Z(p_i)/2)s by the standard permutation of factors. In turn, there is a 1-1 corre-

spondence between (Z(p_y)/2)a/Yfa and the set S(s, (p — l)/2) of (p — l)/2-tuples

of nonnegative integers (ay,... ,a(p_i)/2) with Yai — s- (Here (ay,... ,arp_yy2)

corresponds to an s-tuple (xy,... ,x„) for which exactly ai of the xks equal i.)

SUBLEMMA. The cardinality of the set S(s, I) ofl-tuples of nonnegative integers

(ay,. ..,at) with Y,i=y a% = s is Ct-'y1)-

PROOF. We induct on /; when / = 1 the result holds. If it holds for / — 1 then

i^oi-EWM-D.-EeriiVcr^1)
and the proof of the sublemma is complete.    □

Using the sublemma we now have that

_/S + (p-3)/2\

"'-\   (p-3)/2   J'
Thus

I^f7   v\l     V-W» + (P-3)/2\/* + (p-3)/2\
mZP,Vg)\ = lrlr{   (p_3)/2   )[   (p_3)/2   j

= ^(pk-g + (p- l)/2\ 9"^_1) fs + (p- 3)/2\

^\        (p-3)/2        )     ^     V   (p-3)/2   ;

=        fpk-g + (p- i)/2\ fg - k(p -l) + (p- 3)/2 + 1\
^{       (p-2) 12       )\ (p-3)/2 + l I
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The proof of the following lemma is directly analogous to the standard argument

used in covering space theory.

LEMMA 2.5. Let tp: G —► Homeo+ (Vg) be an effective G-action and let v: (Vg, z)

—► (Vg/(p,w) be the corresponding orbifold covering map. Then the associated exact

sequence

i - Uy(vg,z) 3 ir?h(Vg/(p,w) *~> g - i

has abstract kernel *</>. That is 9<p(x) — \v#lp,(x')v#\ E Ont(Jly{Vg,z)), where x'

is any element ofHylb(Vg/(p,w) with (p~lpv(x') = x EG.    O

PROPOSITION 2.6. Letg > 1. If tpy and(p2 are Zp-actions onVg with the same

quotient type, then (p2 is equivalent to a Zp-action (p'2 which is homotopic to (py.

PROOF. Let Vk: Vg —► Vg/(pk be the orbifold covering maps corresponding to (py

and (p2. As in Lemma 2.5 these determine short exact sequences

ek:l^Fg^II°y*h(Vg/(Pk)^Zp^l

where ik = uk# and Xk = (pk1pk (recall that pk is the covering translation homo-

morphism corresponding to Uk). By Lemma 2.5, ^!(pk is the abstract kernel for Sk-

We may now apply Lemma 2.2 to find an isomorphism a which makes the following

diagram commute:

ey. 1 —- Fg -iU Uyh(Vg/4>y) -^ Zp —* 1

0 a

e2: 1 — Fg -^ Urh(Vg/th) -^ Zp —. 1

Let n: Vg —► Vg be a homeomorphism such that h# = /? (Proposition 2.1). Define

0'2 = p(n_1)(/>2. For a; e Zp there is x' E n?rb(Vg/(p2) with A2(a:') = x and we

have:

V(P2(x) = *(fc-102(a:)'») = h-^(P2(x)h# = /r^TVtz')^)/?.

Using the above diagram we obtain the following commutative diagram:

ey. 1 —* Fg -^ nfb(Vg/0i) -^ Zp — 1

II I" II
e'2: 1 —* Fg -^ nirb(Vg/^2) -^ Zp —. 1'

Therefore we have

0-1(i;1p(x')i3)r3 = (i2(3)-lp(x')(i2fi) =iy lp(a~l(x'))iy = 9<pi(x).

This shows that ^(p2 = ^(py, and consequently (p'2 is homotopic to (py. Since ^ is

equivalent to (p2 by definition, the proof is complete.    □

3. Strong equivalence of actions of arbitrary groups. In this section we

give a characterization of the strong equivalence classes of effective G-actions on

Vg in a given homotopy class. We shall study these strong equivalence classes of

actions by relating them to certain group extensions as in Lemma 2.5. The basic

connection is given in the following lemma.
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LEMMA 3.1. Let (p and (p' be effective G-actions on Vg. Then (p is strongly

equivalent to tp' if and only if there is an orbifold homeomorphism H: Vg/(p —► Vg/(p'

so that the following diagram commutes:

1 —* Fg 2U   II?h(Vg/(P,w)    ^-^   G — 1

1 — Fg -^ II?h(Vg/(P',w') ^—^U G — 1

PROOF. First suppose that there exists an orbifold homeomorphism H making

the above diagram commute. Since H#v# = v'^, it follows that H lifts to a

basepoint preserving homeomorphism h: Vg —► Vg. Therefore

v'#h# = H#v# = v'#

and, since vf, is a monomorphism, h# is the identity automorphism. The aspheric-

ity of Vg implies that h is homotopic to the identity.

Suppose that x E G and choose x' E YTyh(Vg/(p) such that (p(x) = pv(x'). By

Lemma 1.2, p(h)tp(x) = p(h)pl/(x') = pu*H#(x'). Using the commutativity of

the diagram, pviH#(x') = d>'(p~1pl,(x') = (p'(p~1(p(x) = (p'(x). Hence p(h)(p = tp'

showing that (p and <p' are strongly equivalent.

For the converse, suppose that <j> is strongly equivalent to cp'; that is (p' = p(h)<p

for some h E Homeo+(Vg) which is homotopic to the identity. Let H: Vg/(p —► Vg/(p'

be the homeomorphism induced by h, and let r be the trace of the basepoint

z E Vg under a homotopy from the identity to h. We may assume that r is in

the interior of Vg and that v'(r) does not meet the exceptional set of Vg/(p'. Let

id ~ K be an isotopy of Vg/<p', whose support misses the exceptional set, such

that the trace under this isotopy is d'(t). Now lift this isotopy to an isotopy

id ~ fc on Vg. It follows that kh is homotopic to the identity relative to z, and

that p(kh)(p = p(k)(p' = <j>'. Observe that (KH)#v# — u'^(kh)^ = v'# and that

(p ~1pu>(KH)# = <p ~lp(kh)pv = (p~lpu (again using Lemma 1.2). This completes

the proof.    □

We now fix a finite group G and a handlebody Vg. Define an equivalence relation

on the set of effective G-actions on Vg by <p = (p' if and only if (p and (p' are

homotopic and have the same quotient type. For many groups G this equivalence

relation is the same as the homotopy relation between actions (see Lemma 4.1 and

the subsequent example). In what follows we consider a fixed equivalence class

G under the relation =. The equivalence class C determines an abstract kernel

n: G —► Out(Fg). Furthermore, by Proposition 1.1 there is a graph of groups

(r,G) in canonical form such that V(r, G) is orbifold homeomorphic to Vg/(p for
every G-action (p E C.

In the remainder of this section we will use the symbol E(T, G) to denote the

fundamental group n°rb(V(r, G)) where (I\ G) is a graph of groups satisfying the

normalized conditions. Consider the set of exact sequences of the form

e: 1 — Fg -U E(T,G) ^ G — 1
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which correspond to the abstract kernel n determined by G. Define an equivalence

relation on this set by setting e = e' if and only if there is an orbifold homeomor-

phism F: V(T, G) —► V(r, G) making the following diagram commute:

ey.    —+ Fg -L, E(T, G) -*- G —♦ 1

ef: 1 —► Fg -£* £(T,G) -^+ G —► 1

Denote by SP%a:t((Jf, G),r\) the set of equivalence classes of extensions under this

relation.

LEMMA 3.2.   There is a 1-1 correspondence between the setS^%?(C) of strong

equivalence classes of G-actions in C andS^Ba;/((T,G),r)).

PROOF. We define a function

n:^&/((T,G),f;)-»^«'(C)

as follows. Let

e: 1 —Fgi+£(r,G)^G —1

be an extension as given above, whose equivalence class is [e] E 5^^a;t({T,G),r\).

Let v: Vg —► V(T, G) be a covering map with i/# = t. (To obtain this we choose any

covering v': Vg —► V(r,G) with im(i/^) = im(i), then find a homeomorphism fc so

that fc# = v'#xi and put v = u'k.) If pv is the covering translation homomorphism

corresponding to u then let d> — p„A-1; this is a G-action on Vg. Let v^-.Vg —»

Vff/0 be the quotient covering map. There is a natural orbifold homeomorphism

H: Vg/(p —* V(r,G) so that Hu^ = v. Using Lemma 1.2 we obtain the following

commutative diagram:

i —► Fg ^U n°rb(vg/<i>) *  ""*> g —► 1

1 —► Fg -^U    E(T,G)       -*-     G —► 1

Since the two rows in this diagram have the same abstract kernel, it follows from

Lemma 2.5 that ^/<j> = n. Thus (p EC. Define fi([e]) to be the strong equivalence

class of the action <j>.

We now check to see that D is well defined. Suppose that [e] = [e'] in

^&/((T,G),f?).
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Choosing v and v' as above, we obtain actions (p and cp' in C. We have the following

commutative diagram:

1 —     Fg       ̂       ilyh(Vg/(P)        ̂ ^       G     —      1

e: 1   -y Fg   -^      E(T,G) -*-»      G -* 1

F*

e': 1 —► Fg   -iU     E(T,G)        -^      G —► 1

1 -►     Fg      ̂ ^     U°ylh(Vg/(P)      l-J^U     G     -►      1

By Lemma 3.1, </> is strongly equivalent to <p'.

Let (p E C. This implies that there is an orbifold homeomorphism H: Vg/(p —►

V(T, G) and we obtain an extension e:

1 -►     Fg     ̂      U°yrh(Vg/(P)        ̂         ""' >     G     —     1

H*

e:l —► Fg   -i-»     E(T,G)       -*-»     G —► 1

Taking v to the Hu^ we have

P»X-1 = Pvtf-'p^H-1)-1 = (p^H-^-'p^H-1)-1 = (P,

which shows that (p E fi([e]) and that fi is surjective.

To show that fi is injective, suppose that fi([e]) = fi([£'])• Using Lemma 3.1 we

obtain the following commutative diagram:

e: 1   —► Fg -i-»     E(T,G)     -*-» G —* 1

ff*

1     —* Fg  -►   l~Ifh (Vg/(P)   -► G -► 1

F#

1 ->     Fg      ->     II0y<b(Vg/cP>)      -►     G      -►      1

e':l —► Fg -^     E(T,G)     -^* G —► 1

This shows that [e] = [e1] and completes the proof of the theorem.    D

Let R be the subgroup of Aut(£'(r, G)) consisting of automorphisms which may

be realized by homeomorphisms of V(T, G).
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THEOREM 3.3. Let g be greater than 1. The setSf&(C) of strong equivalence

classes of G-actions in C are in 1-1 correspondence with the set of right cosets

R\Aut(E(T,G)). More precisely, an exact sequence

e0: l^Fg^E(T,G)^G^l

determines a bijection $o: R \ Aut(i£(r,G)) —*5^^(C). Furthermore, the equiv-

alence class in £?(G,Vg) corresponding to $o(R0) is &([(T,G),Xo/3~1]).

PROOF. Fix the extension e0: 1 -* Fg -^ E(T,G) ^ G -> 1 with abstract

kernel n (which is determined by G).

Define a function % from R\Aut(E(T, G)) to jy%zt((T, G),n) by sending Rj3

(where f3 E Aut(E(T,G))) to [ep], where the extension ep is obtained from eo as

indicated in the following commutative diagram:

e0: 1 —► Fg  -i2-» E(T,G)    -^    G —► 1

0

ep: 1 -► Fg -^ E(T,G) -^* G -► 1

The function $0 is now defined as the composition $0^> where fi is the bijection

given in Lemma 3.2.

We first show that $0 is well defined. If R0 = R/3' then (3' = H#j3 where

H# E R. We obtain the following diagram:

ep.: 1 —► Fg —> E(T,G) —* G —► 1

0'=ff*0

e0:l   -► Fg -^ E(T,G) -^+ G -► 1

II 1'       II
ep: 1  —► Fg —► E(T, G) —> G —► 1

This diagram implies that [ep] = [ep>] and hence the map from R \ Aut(i?(r, G))

to S"%zS((T, G),n) is well defined.

Suppose that [ep] — [ep']. Consequently there exists an H# E R filling in the

following commutative diagram:

e0: 1   -► Fg -^* E(T,G) -^ G -► 1

0

ep: 1  —► Fg —* E(T,G) —► G —► 1

ff*

efi.il -► Fg -► E(T, G) -► G -► 1

0'

e0: 1   -► Fg -i2-> E(T,G) -^* G — 1
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Since g > 1, the group of cocycles Z1(G,Cent(Fg)) vanishes, implying that

/3'~1H#/3 is the identity automorphism (this is a basic fact in group extension

theory; see, for instance, [G]). Thus RP' = R/3 so that the function $0 (and also

$o) must be injective.

Let [e] E ^^/((r,G),n). Since the cohomology group H2(G, Cent(Fg)) van-

ishes, there is j3 E Aut(E(T, G)) making the following diagram commute (this may

also be found in [G]):

e: 1   —► Fg —► E(T,G) —> G —► 1

II        I'       II
e0: 1 —► Fg —► E(T,G) —► G —► 1

Evidently RP gets mapped to [e] showing that the function $0 is surjective.

To verify the last statement of the theorem, suppose that RP is a coset in

R \ Aut(E(T, G)). Observe that <b0(RP) = U([ep]); if <p is a G-action representing

this strong equivalence class then we have the following diagram:

e0: 1 —- Fg -ii*     E(T,G)       -^*    G —* 1

II        V II
ep: 1 —> Fg -^    E(T,G)     -^* G —* 1

I ]"* I
1 —* Fg  ^* n°y*h(Vg/4>) ̂̂  G —* 1

Using this diagram and recalling the definition of 0, we see that 0([(I\ G), Xp-1]) =

[cb)m%(G,Vg).    a

4. Strong equivalence of prime order cyclic group actions. In this sec-

tion we apply the main theorem of §3 to classify and count the strong equivalence

classes of Zp-actions on Vg in a given homotopy class.

LEMMA 4.1. Let p be a prime number and let g > 1. If (py and (p2 are Zp-

actions on Vg which are homotopic, then (py and (p2 have the same quotient type.

PROOF. For fc = 1 or 2, Vg/(pk is homeomorphic to V(Tk,Gk), where (rfc,Gfc)

is a graph of groups in canonical form (Proposition 1.1). As shown in the proof

of Theorem 2.3, a Zp-admissible graph of groups in canonical form must equal

(r(v),G(v)) for some v = (r,s,t) with g = p(r + s) + (p-T)(t-l). Thus each Vg/(pk

is homeomorphic to some V(T(vk),G(vk)). Since (py and <p2 are homotopic they

determine the same abstract kernel Zp —► Out(Fg) and therefore (since Cent(Fg) =

1 when g > 1) the extensions

i-Fg-nrb(V(r(v),G(v)))-zp-i

are isomorphic. It follows that Hi(r(vi),G(vi)) is isomorphic to Hi(r(v2),G(v2))

and thus (since these are free products whose indecomposable factors are deter-

mined by (rk, sk, tk)) Vy = v2 which implies that (py and (p2 have the same quotient

type.    □
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The same lines of proof can also be used to show that this lemma holds for G-

actions, where G is either abelian or has odd order. However it fails in general as

shown in the following.

EXAMPLE. Consider the graphs of groups (ri,Gi) and (r2,G2):

Z2 Z2 T-i T-2

d7~ D5 D3   D3 D3 D5

These graphs of groups satisfy the normalized conditions and so they determine

handlebody orbifolds V^Ty, Gi) and V(T2, G2). Their orbifold fundamental groups

are isomorphic since IIifTi, Gi) a IIifT^, G2) and we identify each of these groups

with a group E. There is an extension

1 - F18 — E -* P15 — 1

which determines (as in Theorem 1.3) two Z?i5-actions (py and tp2 on Vis with

VyS/(py ~ V(ri,Gi) and Vyg/fo ~ V(T2,G2). By construction, (py and <p2 must
be homotopic, but they do not have the same quotient type since V(ri,Gi) is

not homeomorphic to V{T2,G2) (the "singular set" graphs of groups (rx,G2) and

(r2,G2) are not isomorphic).    D

If v = (r, s, t) then recall the presentation for n°rb(r(v), G(v)) described in the

beginning of §2. As in §3, we will abbreviate this group by E(T(v), G(v)). If G is

a homotopy class of Zp-actions on Vg (g > 1) then there is an associated vector v

so that Vg/(p ~ V(T(v), G(v)) for all (p EC (Lemma 4.1).

In the remainder of this section we will use the following notation: if n is an

element of (Zp)J, then {n} will be the corresponding element of (Z*/(1))J under

the projection map. Moreover, by identifying (Z*/(—1)) with Z.p-y\/2 we will view

{n} as a vector in (Z(P_1)/2)J.

THEOREM 4.2. Let p be a prime number and let g > 1. In a homotopy class C

of Zp-actions on Vg associated with v = (r, s, t), the set of strong equivalence classes

S"<g(C) is in 1-1 correspondence with (Z*)s x (Z*/(-l))*. The correspondence

depends on a choice of an exact sequence

e0: 1 - Fg -* nrb(V(r(v),G(v))) H Zp -* 1.

If(p is a Zp-action whose strong equivalence class corresponds to (m, {n}) E (Z*)s x

(Z*/(—1))* then the equivalence class of (p corresponds to

(y,[(X0(bj)/mj)j],[(Xo(dk)/nk)k])€3f(Zp,Vg).

PROOF. For each (m,n) 6 (Zp)s x (Z;)' define

/?(m,„)GAut(£(r(v),G(v)))

by

/?(m,n)(aJ) = di,      P(m,n){bj) = ti?',      P(m,n){C}) = Cj,      P{m,n){dk) = ^ ■

Let P E Aut(£(r(v), G(v))). As shown in the proof of Proposition 2.1, we may

write P as PyP2, where Py E R and P2 = Yl(pi. For each i, j, fc we have

P2(a,)=al,    p2(bJ)=bf,    p2(cj)=bljce/,    p2(dk)=dnkk
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for some qj, lj, nk E Z* and ej E {±1}. Now define P3 E Aut(£(r(v),G(v))) by

fo(ai) = ai,    P3(b3) = be/,    p3(Cj) = bj1' c'J,    P3(dk) = dk.

By Proposition 2.1, P3 E R.   Observe that P3P2 = P(m,n) where mj = ejqj.

Therefore

RP = RPyP3-1pim,n)=RP{m,n)-

This shows that R \ Aut(£(P(v),G(v))) = {fl/?(min)|(m,n) E (Z*p)s x (ZP)'}.

A simple calculation using Proposition 2.1 now shows that i?/3(m,n) — RP{m',n')

if and only if m' = m and each n'k = ±nk. This implies that (Z*)s x (Z*/(—1>)*

is in 1-1 correspondence with R \ Aut(£'(r(v),G(v))). The first statement of the

theorem now follows from Theorem 3.3.

If eo is given and <f> is a Zp-action whose strong equivalence class corresponds to

(m, {n}) E (Zp)s x (Z*/(-l))', then, by Theorem 3.3, the equivalence class of <p

corresponds to [(T(v), G(v)), X0pz^ A E A(ZP, Vg). Now recalling the description

of A given in the proof of Theorem 2.3, it can be seen that

A"1 ([(T(v), G(v)), X0p^n)]) = (v, [(Xo(b3)/m])j], [(Xo(dk)/nk)k])

(note that the orbifold homeomorphism F can be taken to be the identity map).    D

COROLLARY 4.3. Consider the equivalence class of Zp-actions on Vg (g > 1)

corresponding to (v, [x], [y]) E 2{Zp,Vg). The number of strong equivalence classes

in the intersection of this equivalence class with each homotopy class associated with

v is
/(p-1)/2

2ss\t\       J]   (ai\b%\),
'      t=i

where a; is the number ofi's in {x} and bi is the number ofi's in {y} for 1 < i <

(p— l)/2 (here we are using the notation described before Theorem 4.2).

PROOF. Let Ao: E(T(\), G(v)) —* Zp be the finite-injective epimorphism de-

fined by Ao(aj) = Xo(bj) — Ao(c,) = Ao(dfc) = 1. This determines an exact se-

quence eo as used in Theorem 4.2. Applying that theorem, we see that the set of

strong equivalence classes in the intersection of the equivalence class corresponding

to (v,[x],[y]) with a homotopy class associated with v is in 1-1 correspondence

with the set of pairs (m, {n}) E (Z*)a x (Z*/(-l))( which satisfy [(l/m,),] = [x]

and [(l/nk)k] = [y]- Then the number of all possible m's in (Z*)s is 2s times

the order of the orbit of (l/m,j)j under the Ys action on (Z*)s and this equals

2ss!/]X(=i1)/2a;!- Similarly the number of possible n's is tl/U'fSy1^2 bi\ and the

corollary follows.    □

COROLLARY 4.4.   Let g > 1.

(a) Involutions on Vg which are homotopic are strongly equivalent.

(b) Homotopic Z3-actions on Vg are equivalent but need not be strongly equivalent

unless g = 2. When g = 2 homotopic Z3-actions are strongly equivalent. Homotopic

Z3-actions which do not have a circle component in their fixed point sets are strongly

equivalent.
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(c) For prime p > 3, homotopic Zp-actions on Vg need not be equivalent, and

actions which are both homotopic and equivalent need not be strongly equivalent.

Homotopic free Zp-actions are strongly equivalent.

PROOF.   Part (a) follows immediately from Theorem 4.2 since, when p = 2,

|z;i = i.
Now consider the homotopy class of a Zp-action <j> on Vg which is associated with

v = (r, s, t) where g — p(r + s) + (p - l)(t - 1). By Proposition 2.6 the number

of equivalence classes in this homotopy class is equal to the number of equivalence

classes in the set of Zp-actions associated with v. This latter number in turn equals

NN _/* + (p-3)/2\/r + (p-3)/2\

N°Nt-{ (p-m ){ (p-3)/2 )

as shown in the proof of Corollary 2.4. If p = 3 then NsNt = 1, so any Z3-action

which is homotopic to <f> is equivalent to (p. If (p is a free action, then s = t — 0 and

NsNt = 1; thus homotopic free Zp-actions are equivalent. Otherwise, if p > 3 and

s + t > 0 then NsNt > 1; so homotopic Zp-actions need not be equivalent.

Next consider the set of Zp-actions which are both homotopic and equivalent to

(p. Let TV be the number of strong equivalence classes in this set; thus TV is given by

Corollary 4.3. If 0 is a free action then TV = 1. It follows (using one of the results

of the previous paragraph) that homotopic free Zp-actions are strongly equivalent

as claimed in (c). If p = 3 then |Z*/(-l)| = 1 and TV = 2s. In this case, if s = 0 (so

that <p has no circle component in its fixed point set), then TV = 1 and a Z3-action

which is homotopic to cp must be strongly equivalent to (p. If p = 3 and g = 2, then

3(r + s) + 2(t—T) = 2 so that r + s = 0, and again any action homotopic to tp must

be strongly equivalent to <p. Finally, if p = 3 and g > 2, or if p > 3 then there will

be choices for x and y so that if (p corresponds to (v, [x], [y]) then TV > 1, showing

that, in these cases, Zp-actions which are homotopic and equivalent need not be

strongly equivalent.    □
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